
 

LIPOSURE 

 

WHAT IT IS: 

 Natural fiber that supports healthy cholesterol 

WHY YOU NEED IT: 

 Important for patients with high cholesterol 

 Targets patients with hormone-related hair loss in men and women 

 Great for patients with symptoms of an enlarged prostate 

 Good for patients looking for a powerful Immune booster 

HOW IT HELPS: 

LipoSure is a natural supplement that contains a natural fiber, beta-sitosterol, that is found in fruits and 

vegetables.  Clinical research has proven that medicinal doses of beta-sitosterol support healthy cholesterol 

levels without the side effects of prescription medications such as the “statin” drugs.   

Blood cholesterol comes from two sources: cholesterol that which is made in the body (liver) and cholesterol 

that is in the food we eat.  To lower blood cholesterol levels, you either need to reduce production of 

cholesterol by the liver or block some of the cholesterol in the diet from being absorbed. 

In the lining of the intestine there are microscopic gates that allow specific nutrients to be absorbed.  There are 

gates for cholesterol, proteins, vitamins, and many other nutrients.  These gates open during the digestion of a 

meal to allow the nutrition to enter the blood stream. 

LipoSure contains a cholesterol look-a-like molecule that blocks the “cholesterol gate” and reduces cholesterol 

from the diet from being absorbed.  By doing so, LipoSure can support healthy blood cholesterol levels by 

preventing cholesterol in the gut from getting into the blood.   

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 
These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. 

Always consult your doctor before taking any of these products.



Bile from the liver helps us digest the fat that we eat.  One of the main ingredients of bile is a type of 

cholesterol.  This cholesterol also gets mixed into the food that we eat while it is getting digested.  LipoSure 

also blocks this liver-made cholesterol from getting completely absorbed, and this effect further supports 

healthy cholesterol blood levels. 

For men and women who are balding, LipoSure contains ingredients that can help support hormone-related 

hair loss. LipoSure can be used as part of a comprehensive natural hair loss prevention and restoration with 

our other hair support supplements which include HSN Pro, Goldilocks, Apple Diem and Scalp Sprout. 

Balding in men and women is often caused by the male hormones, testosterone and DHT, attacking the hair 

root.  This causes the hair to become thinner over time.  Without treatment, the hair follicle eventually shrivels 

up and stops making more hair, which causes balding in men and some women. 

LipoSure blocks testosterone and DHT from attacking the hair follicle.  This action helps support healthy hair 

follicles.  Healthy follicles means healthy hair. 

This same blocking effect also helps LipoSure work for patients with symptoms of an enlarged prostate.  As the 

prostate gets bigger, it prevents the bladder from working normally.  Prostates get bigger for many reasons as 

men age, chief among them is a poor diet and toxic buildup inside the prostate.  As men age, they may suffer 

from the symptoms of an enlarged prostate.  These symptoms include weak urinary stream, post-void 

dribbling, frequent urination, night-time urination, and incontinence.   

In this setting, testosterone may compound the problem of an enlarged prostate and LipoSure’s blocking action 

provides welcome support for healthy prostate tissue. 

By relieving this pressure, the prostate can work better and the symptoms of an enlarged prostate (weak 

urinary stream, post-void dribbling, frequent urination, night-time urination, and incontinence) can improve 

without the side effects of prescription medication. 

Endurance athletes (such as triatheletes and marathoners) put so much energy into their sport that not much is 

left for other important functions such as the immune system.  Endurance training also causes a lot of wear 

and tear due to a buildup of inflammation. LipoSure has been shown to support healthy immune function and 

inflammation levels  in endurance athletes. 

Usual Dosage:  Take one to two capsules twice daily, preferably on an empty stomach 30 minutes before 

meals. 
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